Celebrating Easter with Cubacel bonuses for international top ups, on HablaCuba.com.

ATLANTA (PRWEB) April 12, 2019 -- For Cubans who live outside their mother country, with many family and friends back home, holidays are filled with mixed feelings. Most probably, they now have new friends and maybe introduced them to Cuban traditions, but it’s not the same. Their mind and soul associate holidays with family reunions, seasoned with loud, happy conversations and delicious food. Nothing compares to that, no matter how similar it may look. However, travelling to Cuba on each major holiday is not possible, so HablaCuba.com offers some tips to help Cuban expats deal with homesickness during the holiday season.

#1 Acknowledging emotions
There’s no need to fight homesickness. It’s natural to miss family and all those places formerly called “home”. But that’s ok. Thanks to technology, a video call or a regular phone can make wonders.

#2 Doing the same things like home
While family and friends will be missing, the Cubans living abroad can still try to do what they would have normally done at home. Calling the new friends over and surprising them with a mouthwatering Cuban dinner may be an option. This way they will ease their homesickness and teach their new friends something new about their beloved Cuba.

#3 Small gifts, such as Super Bono
It may be something small, like a greeting or something a bit bigger (and that gets even bigger thanks to next week’s promo), like an international top up they can use to call, send texts or purchase 3G plans. Starting April 15 until April 20, international top ups to Cuba get a boost, as follows:

20 CUC - 30 CUC Bonus
25 CUC - 30 CUC Bonus
30 CUC - 30 CUC Bonus
40 CUC - 60 CUC Bonus
50 CUC - 60 CUC Bonus
60 CUC - 90 CUC Bonus

Besides sending top ups, customers can also recharge their family’s and friends’ Nauta accounts, in order to help them gain access to the internet. Or, if they prefer calling, they can also use HablaCuba.com’s calling services. Customers can place their calls:
- From any landline, mobile or even payphone in the world, through access numbers.
- Through the smartphone app called KeepCalling, available for iOS and Android.
- The rate for international calls to Cuba is 69.9¢/min, for both landlines and mobiles, and the cost of a text message is 7¢.

All services HablaCuba.com offers revolve around the website’s mission, which is to bring people together, no matter the distance, because no distance is too long if people stay connected.
About HablaCuba.com
HablaCuba.com is an interactive website designed by KeepCalling, a global telecommunications company registered in 2002 in USA. Presently, KeepCalling provides its services to hundreds of thousands of consumers, with a focus on customer satisfaction. KeepCalling has been listed by Inc 5000 as one of the fastest growing companies in the USA for 5 consecutive years. In 2015 the company registered a revenue increase of over 200% from 2011 to 2014.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.